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To the Honorable Senate and House ofRepresentatives:

We, the undersigned members of the Special Commission on Forest
Management Practices (as established by Section 341 of the Acts of
1995, and most recently revived and continued for one year under
Chapter 151 of the Acts of 1996), hereby file this report containing the
findings and recommendations of our study to date, as well as our works
in progress, and a description of our future activities.

Senator Robert D. Wetmore, Senate Chairman

Representative Stephen M. Brewer, House Chairman
Senator Robert A. Durand

Representative Stephen Kulik

Representative David M. Peters

Warren E. Archey, Chief Forester, Department of
Environmental Management

David B. Kittredge, Extension Forester, University of Massachusetts
Kent A. Lage, Wood Industry Specialist, Massachusetts

Office of Business Development
David Lutes, Environmental Industry Specialist, Massachusetts

Office of Business Development

Robie Hubley, Legislative Director, Massachusetts Audubon Society

Richard S. Easton, D & L Lumber Company, South Deerfield, MA

Walter F. Hubbard, Hubbard Forest Industries, Inc., Royalston, MA

Keith Ross, Director ofLand Protection, New England
Forestry Foundation, Groton, MA

Senator Jane M. Swift
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The Special Commission on Forest Management Practices recom-
mends that the Legislature adopt the following proposals:

1

The Commission recommends that the Legislature fund an updated
Continuous Forest Inventory (CFI). The CFI provides vital data on the
state’s 285,000 acre public forest and park system: the volume of timber
by species, and the health condition and the growth rale of the timber.
The most recent analysis of the state’s public forest lands was conducted
in 1977-1978. (See Appendix C.)

In view of the deregulation of the electric power industry and the
Commission’s desire to encourage more state involvement with wood
energy, it is recommended that the Legislature adopt the attached legisla-
tion, which directs the state purchasing agent of the Commonwealth to
establish a preference, whenever possible, in favor of electricity pro-
duced by “woodfired” electric generation facilities. (See Appendix K.)

The Commission recommends that a large-scale wood energy pilot
project be conducted at Mount Wachusett Community College in
Gardner to assess the efficiency and cost-effectiveness of biomass
energy and its applicability to other state institutions. (See Appendix D.)

2

SUMMARY OF RECOMMENDATIONS

CONTINUOUS FOREST INVENTORY

“WOOD-FIRED” ELECTRIC GENERATION FACILITIES

3

WOOD-ENERGY PILOT PROJECT
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As part of Chapter 38 of the Acts of 1995 (the Fiscal Year 1996 State
Budget), the Legislature adopted (Section 341), proposed by Senator
Robert D. Wetmore, establishing the Special Commission on Forest
Management Practices.

In summary, the Commission was charged with seeking ways to better
utilize the “under-utilized” wood currently found in large abundance in
the Commonwealth’s forests, while at the same time creating healthier
and more valuable forests both publicly and privately held, and
improving the wildlife habitat. (See Appendix A.)

Appointed to serve on the Commission were Senator Robert D. Wet-
more, Senate Chairman, Worcester, Hampden, Hampshire, Franklin Dis-
trict; Senator Robert A. Durand, Middlesex and Worcester; Senator Jane
M. Swift, Berkshire, Hampden, Hampshire, and Franklin; Representative
Stephen M. Brewer, House Chairman, Fifth Worcester District; Repre-
sentative Stephen Kulik, First Franklin District; Representative David
M. Peters, Sixth Worcester District; Warren E. Archey, Chief Forester,
Department of Environmental Management; David B. Kittredge, Exten-
sion Forester, University of Massachusetts; Kent Lage, Agriculture and
Wood Products Industry Specialist, Massachusetts Office of Business
Development; David Lutes, Environmental Industry Specialist, Massa-
chusetts Office of Business Development; Robie Hubley, Legislative
Director, Massachusetts Audubon Society; Richard S. Easton, President,
D & L Lumber Company, South Deerfield; Walter F. Hubbard, Presi-
dent, Hubbard Forest Industries, Inc., Royalston; and Keith Ross,
Director ofLand Protection, New England Forestry Foundation, Groton.

Joseph Conte of Senator Wetmore’s office served as counsel and main
staff to the Commission, and prepared this report. The Commission
gratefully acknowledges the very many individuals who attended the
public hearings and contributed their time, energy, and ideas to our
work. (See Appendix B.)

BACKGROUND
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The Special Commission held public hearings on October 27, 1995, at
the Harvard Forest in Petersham; on December 8, 1995, at the State
House in Boston; on February 14, 1996, at the State House; and on
March 21, 1996, at Mount Wachusett Community College in Gardner.
The information garnered from these hearings produced the following
findings and conclusions of the Special Commission.

Effective forest management is one tool for diversifying the wildlife
habitat and maintaining a healthy and sustainable forest, and is also an
essential tool for increasing the long-term economic value of the forest.
By culling or “weeding” the under-utilized material from the forest,
room is provided for the better-quality trees to increase their growth rate,
size, and value. This underutilized wood can be anything from a species
not in great demand by the commercial market due to its external looks,
grain, or the number of knots, to wood derived from trees that have
grown less straight or are hollow-cored from age, to broken trees lying
on the forest floor after a storm.

If managed well and in a sustainable manner, this underutilized mate-
rial is well suited for biomass energy applications. By definition, bio-
mass is a renewable substance such as wood, corn, or other crops, that
can be used as fuel for producing electric power, heat, or processed
steafn. Although wood biomass can come from a variety of sources,
including utility company treecuttings, storm-damaged trees, waste
wood such as pallets, and the clearing waste caused by new commercial,
residential, or road development, the largest source of biomass comes
from within our state’s public and private forests themselves. Through
effective forest management, not only will a healthier forest be grown,
hut we will also produce the sufficient quantities of biomass material
needed for energy production, thus accomplishing two highly desirable
goals simultaneously. The Commission recognizes, however, that more
accurate, up-to-date, and accessible information is needed on the status
of the Commonwealth’s public and private forests.

First, in view of the need for better data, the Commission recom-
mends that the Legislature fund an updated Continuous Forest Inventory
(CFI). In essence, the CFI provides vital data on the state’s 285,000 acre
public forest and park system: the volume of timber by species, and the

FINDINGS AND RECOMMENDATIONS OF THE
SPECIAL COMMISSION
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health condition and growth rate of the timber. The most recent analysis
of the state’s forest lands was conducted in 1977-1978. An updated CFI
will be of enormous value to both private forest land owners and the
forest industry as a whole, as well as help the state in its ecosystem man-
agement planning. (See Appendix C.)

Second, with the deregulation of the electric power industry, con-
sumers w ill have the option to purchase their power from the generator
of their choice, which will include electrical generating facilities that use
biomass, such as wood, as its primary fuel source. In view of the deregu-
lation and the Commission’s desire to encourage more state involvement
with wood energy, the Commission recommends that the Legislature
adopt the attached legislation, which directs the state purchasing agent of
the Commonwealth to establish a preference, whenever possible, in
favor of electricity produced by “wood-fired” electric generation facili-
ties. (See Appendix K.)

Lastly, it is the recommendation of the Commission that a wood
energy pilot project be conducted at Mount Wachusett Community Col-
lege in Gardner to assess the efficiency and cost-effectiveness of bio-
mass energy and its applicability to other state institutions. The
Commission’s most recent hearing was held on Thursday, March 21,
1996, at the college and was entitled “Revitalizing the Timber and Wood
Products Industries." At this meeting, a panel discussed the feasibility of
converting the college’s heating system to some form of wood-fired
energy. Located in the heart of some of the state’s most extensive forest
land, Mount Wachusett Community College is a willing host for this
large-scale pilot project.

Academic interest aside, one clear motivation for the school’s willing-
ness is its annual electric bill of $500,000 to $600,000. According to the
Division of Energy Resources, state facilities such as Mt. Wachusett are
enormous consumers of energy and contribute to an annual state energy
bill from all sources (electricity, gas, oil, diesel fuel, steam, etc.) totalling
$9O million which highlights the need to find a cheaper energy
source. An initial review has estimated that using wood technology to
heat the school’s buildings could reduce the current heating bill by
approximately 75-80%. At present, the Division of Energy Resources is
in the process of conducting a feasibility study on this project. (See
Appendix D.)
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Massachusetts possesses 2.9 million acres of commercial forest land,
composed of 85% private lands, and 15% public lands. The Department
of Environmental Management manages 285,000 acres of state forest
land. Approximately 60% of the trees on these lands are classified as
low grade, 37% higher grade, and 3% very high grade. The Metropolitan
District Commission manages approximately 120,000 acres, including
the Quabhin Reservoir lands, composed mostly of higher than average-
grade trees. The Department of Fisheries, Wildlife, and Environmental
Law Enforcement manages approximately 75,000 acres, and municipali-
ties, through conservation commissions and municipal watersheds, are
responsible for approximately 250,000 acres. Federal forest lands com-
posed of military bases, national seashores, and the wildlife refuges
comprise less than 1% of the state’s total forest lands. (See Appendix E.)

At present, the Department of Environmental Management sells
approximately $300,000 worth of timber (gross figure) each year from
its own lands. Fundamental to the Commission’s work was the assump-
tion that any increase in the product value of our woodlands would
depend upon the sustainable management of those woodlands. The Com-
mission agrees with the Society of American Foresters in its advocacy of
an ecosystem approach to forest management in which logging practices
are in concert with the protection of wildlife, water quality, recreation
and overall ecological health. It is vital that the Commonwealth’s forest
resources be managed in a sustainable manner to guarantee that today’s
use of renewable resources will not deprive future generations of their
reasonable use of the same resources. In addition, the state should not
make a commitment of forest resources from public lands that has the
potential to create a demand for forest resources that conflicts with the
primary public purpose. For example, the Quabbin or Wachusett Reser-
voir watersheds must be managed first and foremost to protect the
quality and quantity of the drinking water supply.

Timber Stand Improvement (TSI) is a forest management activity that
encourages the growth of high-quality and high-value timber by means
of thinning or removing most of the poor-quality and underutilized trees.
The application of TSI would present the opportunity for improved uses
of underutilized wood, with the prospect of increasing the overall value
of the state’s own timber stands and the market value to the Common-
wealth of wood sales from those forests. Another benefit of better forest

THE STATUS OF THE COMMONWEALTH’S FORESTS
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management and increased timber sales would be an increased flow of
monies from the state to local communities under the Forest Products
Trust Fund, as established by (Massachusetts General Laws, Chapter 58,
Section 17C).

Under the statute, a defined portion of the revenues received by the
Department of Environmental Management as a result of timber har-
vesting activities on state lands within municipal borders is to be set
aside and paid to each eligible community. On lands acquired by the
Commonwealth prior to June 1, 1987, 8% of the revenues received by
the Department for timber sales is the municipal share, and on lands
acquired on or after that date, the municipal share is 50%. (See
Appendix F.) The Commission believes that these payments will
increase as state forest product sales climb a result of better har-
vesting practices yielding more valuable timber products.

At the Commission’s first meeting on October 27, 1995, at the
Harvard Forest in Petersham, Kent Lage, Commission member and
Forest Products Specialist for the Massachusetts Office of Business
Development, suggested that before the Commission attempted to create
markets for the underutilized wood present in the Commonwealth’s
forests, an inventory of the supply of this wood needed to be conducted.
This would not be an easy task, because the U.S. Forest Service’s Forest
Inventory Analysis data (FIA) on the Commonwealth’s 2.9 million acres
is more than ten years old. Four individuals Warren E. Archey, Com-
mission member and the Commonwealth’s Chief Forester; David Kit-
tredge, Commission member and Extension Forester at the University of
Massachusetts; Bill Rivers, Forester for the Department of Environ-
mental Management; and Charlie Thompson, Resource Conservation &

District Forester for the Berkshire-Pioneer RC & D, agreed to look at the
old forestry data and what they could gather from personal observation
and experience, and come up with a “best-guess” estimate on the state’s
“under-utilized” wood inventory.

On Friday, December 8, 1995, at the State House in Boston, the Com-
mission held its second public meeting entitled “Biomass Energy and Its
Various Applications." At the beginning of the meeting, the four

BIOMASS: AN ABUNDANT SUPPLY FOR
AN ENERGY ALTERNATIVE
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foresters made their report and concluded that the Commonwealth pos-
sesses a large supply of “under-utilized” wood which could be harvested
to promote the growth of healthier forests, as well as for biomass energy
production.

Testimony favorable to the consideration of biomass as an energy fuel
came from a number of prominent individuals, including Richard Bain,
Director of the United States Department of Energy’s Biomass Power
Program, and John Irving, Superintendent of the McNeill Generating
Station in Burlington, Vermont. The McNeill Generating Station began
operation as a wood-fired energy plant in June of 1984, and through
a joint project of the United States Department of Energy and the
Burlington Electric Department, a prototype wood gasification system
is currently being installed at the site. Wood gasification operates by
converting wood into a gaseous, energy-intensive fuel source that can
be used in high-efficiency gas turbines to generate electric power at
low cost.

Wood is supplied to the McNeill plant from local Vermont suppliers,
and is primarily of a kind unsuitable for uses as woodenware, logging, or
furniture manufacture. A significant portion of this wood consists of tops
and cull portions left behind after trees are harvested as sawlogs or pulp-
wood. Wood harvesting is managed and supervised by professional
foresters employed by the Burlington Electric Department, who help
ensure that a sufficient supply of wood is available on a continuing basis
for the plant. The station’s chip suppliers are required to conduct their
activities in accordance with strict standards established to protect the
environment.

BPnnie Carr, Sales Assistant at G & S Mill, Inc., of Northboro, pre-
sented information on her company, which manufactures industrial
wood-fired boilers. According to Carr, the industrial wood energy
market uses 1 to 3 tractor trailer loads of wood chips a day to produce
steam for industries, which in turn, use the steam for thermal process
applications (such as drying ovens or sterilization), or to turn turbines
for mechanical applications (such as pumps, compressors or displacing
electric motors).

However, according to Carr, the greatest barriers to industrial wood
energy development in Massachusetts is the public perception of wood
fuel and the excessively stringent state particulate emissions standards
for woodfired boilers. People often think ot wood as a landraping,
polluting, undependable, expensive and politically incorrect fuel.
The reality is that wood energy has enormous environmental benefits
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including reduced acid rain and green house gases, and the recycling
of carbon.

Ms. Carr concluded her presentation by stating that despite the
obvious environmental and economic benefits such as the use of a
home-grown resource and job creation state agencies are doing little
to change public perception of wood fuel. In addition, current state air
quality regulations send a clear message that Massachusetts places par-
ticulate emission concerns over these environmental and economic bene-
fits. Ms. Carr requested that the Commission seriously examine the case
for bringing the state’s emissions standards more in line with the rest of
the country. To this end, both Senator Wetmore and Warren Archey,
Chief Forester for the Department of Environmental Management, have
sent letters to Barbara Kwetz, Director of the Department of Environ-
mental Protection’s Division of Air Quality, seeking review of the state’s
emission standards for wood-fired boilers.

The third meeting of the Commission took place on February 14,
1996, at the State House; the topic of focus was “The Electric Industry
Restructuring in Massachusetts and the Role of Biomass Finns." Testi-
mony was presented by David J. Kelliher, Research and Development
Engineer for the New England Power Service Company in Westboro,
Massachusetts; Louis T. Bravakis, President of Chiptec Wood Energy
Systems in South Burlington, Vermont; David L. O’Connor, Commis-
sioner of the Division of Energy Resources; Eric M. Heggeseth, Vice-
President of Operations, Tom Connor, Plant Manager, and James
Damman, Procurement Forester, for Pinetree Resource Systems, Inc. in
Westminster, Massachusetts; and Senator John D. O’Brien, Chairman of
the Legislature’s Committee on Energy.

David Kelliher of New England Power Company discussed his
recently completed research on a large-scale biomass application for
electric energy production. Kelliher related that the state possesses an
abundant wood resource and good infrastructure; however, he believes
the current gasification process the most efficient way of getting
energy into gas is still not efficient enough. He stated that suc-
cessful creation of electric energy through large-scale gasification is
still five to ten years away.

AN OPPORTUNITY FOR BIOMASS: THE ELECTRIC
INDUSTRY DEREGULATION
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Eric Heggeseth, the Vice-President of Operations for Pinetree
Resource Systems, which provides power for Fitchburg Gas and Electric
Company, talked about his wood-fired electric generation plant in West-
minster. According to Heggeseth, 75-80% of the wood used for the plant
is garnered from Massachusetts; however, Pinetree has more under-
utilized wood than it can handle, and must turn truckloads away.

Commissioner David O’Connor of the Division of Energy Resources
reported that his agency had recently filed an electric industry deregula-
tion plan with the Department of Public Utilities called “Power Choice.”
Under this plan, a new market structure will be created which will lower
electricity costs and give Massachusetts consumers the ability to choose
their electricity provider including one that generates power by using
biomass. (See Appendix G.)

Senator John D. O’Brien of Lowell, the Chairman of the Energy
Committee, mentioned that the goal of the electric industry restructuring
is consumer protection, and that the Legislature should act if the Depart-
ment of Public Utilities gets bogged down, as has happened in other
states. Senator O’Brien made it clear that renewable energy sources,
such as wood, are important for both the general public and the Com-
monwealth as consumers.

The Commission recognizes that before any commitment is made to
engage in the large-scale extraction of forest products from public lands
for biomass applications, a thorough, responsible, and scientific investi-
gation of the economics of using wood for these applications must be
conducted. This investigation should employ any standard economic
models currently available for the purpose. Only when the economic
analysis is complete and the Chief Forester of the Commonwealth certi-
fies that the economic and resource conditions specified by this analysis
are met, should the state proceed with this program or commit public
resources to its use.

At the February meeting, Louis T. Bravakis, the President of Chiptec
Wood Energy Systems in South Burlington, Vermont, presented infor-
mation about his company, founded and incorporated in July, 1986,
which manufactures and installs wood energy heating systems.

MAKING THE GRADE IN VERMONT:
THE CHIPTEC EXPERIENCE
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According to Bravakis, Chiptec utilizes a closed coupled gasification
system, where wood chip fuel enters a hot refractory lined chamber
where the volatile pyrolysis gas is released into an oxygen-deprived
environment. Once released, these gases are superheated and are chemi-
cally cracked into lighter, more combustible gases which then travel
through the burner nozzle and are mixed with air for complete combus-
tion leaving little or no waste such as ash, creosote, or stack effluent.

As pointed out to the Commission by Bravakis, wood energy systems
have many environmental and economic benefits. Firstly, unlike fossil
fuels which will continue to decline in reserves and supplies wood
is found everywhere around us and is continually renewing itself. Wood
energy does not contribute to acid rain, because it has no sulfate emis-
sions, and also helps to maintain the balance of carbon dioxide in the
atmosphere. Secondly, wood energy users find that, instead of sending
their cash out of the state and country for petroleum, they can purchase
wood chips from a local supplier and help the local economy. Thirdly,
wood energy systems are warm, efficient, clean, and easy to use.

The earliest installation of a Chiptec system was in 1988 at the East
Montpelier Elementary School, located in East Montpelier, Vermont,
where a wood gasification system has reduced the 32,000 square foot
building’s energy cost from $36,000 to $3,760. Twenty school and
state building facilities in Vermont, including the Addison County
Court House, are equipped with Chiptec wood energy systems. Sav-
ings in local biomass-fueled systems have been substantial, according
to various Vermont public officials. The Lyndon Town Elementary
School, located in Lyndonville, Vermont, installed a Chiptec wood fuel
gasifier and boiler in 1991. For the years 1991 through 1992, 330 tons
of wood chips were purchased at a total cost of $8,834. The Leland and
Gray Union High School, in Townsend, Vermont, reported in 1992 that
a retrofit of its 70,000 square foot building from electric to biomass-
produced energy was expected to reduce its heating bill from $60,000
annually to $6,000. After three years of operating the wood gasifica-
tion system, the Leland and Gray Union High School has averaged
$O.lO per square foot for their total heating cost, including domestic
hot water. Frank Rucker, the business manager of the high school,
noted that after burning 40 tons of wood chips, only about 100 pounds
of ash was produced. (See Appendix H.)
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The Special Commission on Forest Management Practices has initi-
ated work on a number of varied projects of interest to the forestry and
business communities, as well as the general public.

At the March 21st hearing at Mount Wachusett Community College
in Gardner, John Tierney, partner and marketing specialist for the Broc-
care Company in Northampton, gave an engaging presentation on how
to and how not to market the wood-products industry. Tierney
stressed that people need to stop referring to the “under-utilized wood”
as “low grade,” and start referring to it as “New Growth, Ecologically
Managed and Harvested Timber.” Tierney related how the wood industry
in Massachusetts is made up of a lot of small, mature companies which
have to learn to adapt in order to keep pace with a rapidly-changing
market. Regrettably, says Tierney, many furniture companies are not
heeding the signs of the times and still build pieces that our grandparents
would buy. (See Appendix J.)

John Tierney’s comments underscore the fact that our state needs a
focal point to help jump-start the largely ignored wood-products
industry, and for forestry and wood products information, marketing,
education, and training. A Forest and Wood Products Education and
Development Center at Mount Wachusett Community College in
Gardner, located in the heart of the state’s furniture region, would
develop programs in consultation and conjunction with the State Exten-
sion Forester and the Department of Forestry and Wildlife Management
at the University of Massachusetts to complement the fine work done by
the University, as well as with the Department of Environmental Man-
agement, the Metropolitan District Commission, the Division of State
and Private Forestry of the United States Department of Agriculture’s
Forest Service, and the Massachusetts Wood Industries Council.

The Center would assist private industry in the creation, mainte-
nance, expansion, and marketing of forest and wood products-related
projects. In addition, it would conduct education and training programs
for, among others, loggers and sawmill workers, foresters, forest
landowners, manufacturing workers, and the general public. Through the

COMMISSION WORKS IN PROGRESS

1.) Forest and Wood Products Education and
Development Center
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work of Senator Wetmore, an appropriation of $200,000 has been
included in the Fiscal Year 1997 State Budget for the Center.

At the March 21st hearing in Gardner, the key speaker was
Michael T. Rains, Director of the Division of State and Private Forestry
of the United States Forest Service, who spoke on “Making Massachu-
setts a Pilot State for Wood and Transportation.” As envisioned by
Rains, “Wood In Transportation” embodies the concept that wood can be
used in a variety of applications to improve transportation networks,
including vehicular and pedestrian bridges, guard rails, sign and light
posts, retaining walls, and railway bridges.

Wood in Transportation’s main goal is the better management, pro-
tection, and use of America’s forests. A pilot project in Massachusetts
can lead to improved and expanded markets for forest-based goods and
services, which can, in turn, create economic expansion opportunities
and provide further venues for using underutilized wood a way to
improve the overall health and sustainability of the forest.

Through the efforts of Senator Wetmore, the Legislature has
included $5 million in the Transportation Bond Bill for a Wood in Trans-
portation Pilot Project, which would utilize the land and properties of the
Metropolitan District Commission and the Department of Environmental
Management as testing and demonstration sites. Congressman John W.
Olver and Senator John F. Kerry have been working diligently to secure
federal matching funds for this program. (See Appendix I.)

This project would provide the first opportunity to use wood energy
as a primary heat source in a school building in Massachusetts.
According to Chiptec, a woodenergy system will help the 89,000 square
foot high school cut its current heating costs by two-thirds. The total cost
for the conversion of the system will be $450,000: $300,000 appro-
priated by the school district, and through the efforts of Senator
Wetmore the balance of $150,000 has been included in the Fiscal
Year 1997 State Budget. The school is expected to begin the project in
the late fall of 1996.

2.) Wood in Transportation Pilot Project

3.) Athol-Royalston School District Wood-Energy Pilot Project
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The Commission is currently researching the issue of protecting
the Commonwealth’s Old Growth Forests in preparation for future leg-
islation. At a recent roundtable discussion of the Commission, it was
suggested that an amendment to the state’s Endangered Species Act
(M.G.L. 131 A; 1) may be the best vehicle to address the “old growth”
issue. In drafting legislation, the Commission will propose manage-
ment strategies necessary to protect these forests, noting that while old
growth forests are integral components of the landscape ecosystem,
many remnants of the original forests are located on steep slopes or
inaccessible areas which continue to preclude management.

In addition, the legislation will address the role of private
landowners in managing for old growth conditions, as well as old growth
forests serving as critical habitats for rare and endangered species of
birds and animals. The legislation will also propose a study to identify
one or more tracts or public land, preferably with large areas of rela-
tively unfragmented, relatively old, and diverse existing forest, with
workable patterns of ownership and administration, for the purpose of
establishing one or more old growth restoration programs.

The Special Commission expects to resume its work in the early fall
to review a myriad of issues ranging from the more expensive “value-
added” manufacturing applications for underutilized wood such as furni-
ture and fixtures to a chipboard plant and pulp and paper mills. Bill
Rivers of the Department of Environmental Management and Charles
Foster of the John F. Kennedy School of Government at Harvard Univer-
sity will study revisions of the Forest Products Trust Fund Act to utilize
both the state and local revenue stream and to encourage a heightened
degree of forest management activity. Other Commission projects
include “right to harvest” legislation, and legislation creating incentives
for private forest landowners, as well as addressing the sustainability of
the Massachusetts forest resource and the impact of the increased use of
forest fiber on this unique resource.

4.) Protection of Old Growth Forests

FUTURE ACTIVITIES
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SECTION 341. There is hereby established a special commission to
research innovative approaches to the Department of Environmental
Management’s forest management practices. The scope of the commis-
sion’s inquiry shall include, but not be limited to, the study and investi-
gation of the extent and adequacy of the management of state-owned and
privately-owned forest land in the Commonwealth, the examination of
the extent to which low-grade wood harvested in the Commonwealth is
utilized, the study of the ecological soundness of different approaches to
timber cutting, and a cost/benefit analysis of increasing timber cutting in
the commonwealth. The Department of Environmental Management
shall provide staff and other support to the commission. The commission
shall be comprised of three Senators, two to be appointed by the Senate
President, and one to be appointed by the Minority Leader; three Repre-
sentatives, two to be appointed by the Speaker of the House, and one to
be appointed by the Minority Leader; a representative of the Executive
Office of Economic Affairs to be appointed by the Governor; the Com-
missioner of the Department of Environmental Management or his
designee; a representative of the State Office of Business Development
to be appointed by the Governor; the Forester of the Massachusetts
Extension Service; one representative from the Audubon Society to be
appointed by the Governor; and three persons to be appointed by the
Governor, one of whom shall have experience in the management of
forest land, one of whom shall have experience in the wood products
industry, and one of whom shall represent an organization which has as
one of its purposes the conservation and management of forest land. Said
commission shall make recommendations as to the changes and
improvements in the management of state-owned and privately-owned
forest land which would encourage the harvesting and use of low-grade
wood. In addition, the commission shall make recommendations as to
economic strategies needed to develop markets for such low-grade
wood. In developing such recommendations, the commission will hear
the testimony of experts, cooperate with other groups or agencies
working in the area of the commission’s interests, review studies and

APPENDIX A.

STATUTORY LANGUAGE CREATING THE
SPECIAL COMMISSION
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other literature on pertinent subjects and take advantage of the technical
and professional expertise of its members. Said commission shall report
its recommendations to the Clerks of the House of Representatives and
of the Senate on or before July first, nineteen hundred and ninety-six.
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OEM’s Continuous Forest Inventory (CFI) system con-
sists of 1,479, 1/5 acre (105.4’ diameter) sample plots
located on a half-mile grid across 270,000+ acres of State
Forest and Park land. The data set now contains approxi-
mately 63,000 individual tree records that have been mea-
sured on three occasions. The system had its beginnings
in the mid 1950 s with a collaboration between what was
then the Department of Conservation, the U. S. Forest
Service and the University of Massachusetts. Initially, the
establishment and remeasurement of these plots was car-
ried out by Management Forestry Crews. The most recent
remeasurement was conducted by the YACC program in
1977-1978.

Background

A private consulting firm whose expertise was in the
accounting field was engaged to analyze the early data. In
the late 1960 s the Bureau engaged the services of Pro-
fessor Joseph Mawson at the University of Massachusetts
to analyze the data. Since that time, he has served as the
Bureau’s unpaid, retained data analyst and the University
Computing Center as our data repository. Three full sets
of data have been analyzed by him and several graduate
students under his direction. The cost to DEM has been
only for their expenses.

In addition to the data being utilized by the Bureau, it has
been used as the statistical basis for several masters and
doctoral theses, by the U.S. Forest Service as part of a
national effort in forest growth modelling and, most
recently, as a point of departure for a study of old growth
forests in Massachusetts.

Forests
under
siege

The last two decades have been very trying for Massa-
chusetts’ forests. Statewide, the Gypsy Moth defoliated
millions of acres of forest land; tens of thousands of acres
of this occurred on State forest and Park Land. In Berk-
shire County, the Saddled Prominent and the Cherry
Scallop Moth have caused serious damage and in the

APPENDIX C.

CONTINUOUS FOREST INVENTORY
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Connecticut Valley, the Oak Leaf Tier Complex has
caused significant damage and mortality. Some sections
of eastern Massachusetts have sustained high ozone
levels that may be affecting tree growth and acid precipi-
tation has been cited as a causal factor in tree mortality in
some high elevation spruce stands.

The system
is broken

Because the last remeasurement of the plots was 17 years
ago we have no means of quantifying the,adverse impacts
of these pests and other environmental factors on Massa-
chusetts’ forests. Although the CFI system is only
installed on the State Forests and Parks, the plots are dis-
tributed in such a fashion that we are confident that they
are representative of what is happening on the 2.7 million
acres of private forest land in the Commonwealth.

So what ? A serious consequence of not revisiting these plots soon
is that their locations will be lost and, along with that,
thirty or more years of baseline data. Each plot is located
on the ground by a starting point and a compass line. The
route to the plot and the individual trees on the plot are
numbered with paint to facilitate relocation and repeat
measurements. The paint has deteriorated to the point that
it is extremely difficult to find the plots and identify indi-
vidual trees. If more time is allowed to pass before a
remeasurement is carried out we anticipate that many
plots and their data will be lost.

Value of CFI
to DEM:

The Division of Forests and Parks is in the process of
implementing an ecosystem approach to managing prop-
erties under its care using adaptive management. A pre-
sumption inherent in adaptive management is that current
data is needed to ascertain the need for fine tuning and
adjusting management strategies. The acquisition of tem-

poral data from the CFI System (and current spatial
data see below) will provide DEM foresters with the
means to do this. Other traditional uses of the data will be
to conduct economic analyses, analyze habitat occur-
rences, determine financial maturity, project yields,
develop criteria for applying silvicultural treatments,
assess the impacts of adverse forest influences and to

plan safe harvest levels.
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CFI will not provide accurate, large-scale, spatial infor-
mation for day to day activities that is the function of
stand examination and prescription. This more detailed,
and necessary, level of inventory requires visiting each
stand on the ground after having mapped it on aerial photo-
graphs and taking detailed measurements of an aggregate
of trees, developing a prescription for treatment and then
prioritizing the treatments in light of targets developed
from CFI data at the ecosystem or district level.

While the sampled population resides in the State Forest
and Park system, the value of the information that could
be gleaned from CFI to private forest land owners and the
forest industry is great. Presently, most of the manage-
ment decisions on private forest land are based either on
nothing more than anecdotal information or data from
some other part of New England, In addition to the bio-
logical information in the data set, each tree or stand can
be regarded as an item in an investment portfolio each
earning different rates of return and subject to different
degrees of risk. Having detailed, thirty year performance
data available to private landowners, consulting foresters
and the wood-using industry would be invaluable. Pub-
lished data could provide decision-making criteria to help
them in their management planning.

Value of CFI
to others:

)

The academic and scientific communities and the federal
government have used and will continue to use the CFI
data for investigating problems or interactions that take
place over long periods of time in the forest environment.
The quantification of forest health issues is just one
example of how the data might be used. We feel that
DEM has a strong societal obligation to maintain this data
set the better we understand how our natural world
functions, the easier it will be to live in harmony with it.

Since the last remeasurement there have been a number
of technological innovations that enables one to collect
more precise data, faster than before and improve its use-
fulness.

How can we
fix it ?

Microcomputers have the potential to provide the same
analytical powers that mainframe computers had when
the CFI system was first established. More importantly,
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microcomputers have the ability to interactively analyze
data. Until recently, all analysis of the CFI data had been
carried out in a “one-shot”, non interactive mode on
mainframe computers at the University of Massachusetts.
The technology now exists for foresters to be able to
interactively query data sets and conduct “what if ?”

analyses.

Portable Geographic Positioning System (GPS) units
have the potential for greatly simplifying the location of
the plots; some of which are more than a mile from an
existing road. By utilizing these technologies the plots
can be located without having to worry about the
longevity of paint or any other ephemeral means of
locating the plots. With this technology the plots can be
easily georeferenced into the Bureau’s and EOEA’s Geo-
graphic Information System (GIS).

Portable Data Recorders (PDRs) are now available that
enable field crews to directly enter data in electronic
form. These units are best described as notebook com-
puters that have been “ruggedized” to withstand the
rigors of field use under environmental extremes. Previ-
ously, data has been collected with pencil and paper at
the plot and subsequently key-punched onto various
media by third party contractors. This has proved to be a
time-consuming, expensive process that often resulted in
the introduction of errors. By utilizing PDRs, not only is
an expensive production step eliminated, but the data is
also subjected to an error checking routine to “flag”
incorrect or inappropriate entries that can be corrected
before leaving the plot. The data will be downloaded
daily to notebook PCs, stored on disk and periodically
sent through electronic means to a central repository.

Regardless of the electronic wizardry that might be
brought to bear on this problem, trained, technical and
professional personnel will be needed to collect and ana-
lyze the data and convert it to useful information.

Wanted a few
good people!

The services of a data consultant/programmer will be
required prior to, throughout, and following project
implementation. The data aspect of the project will have
three distinct parts; developing software that would be
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used in the PDRs for data collection and downloading,
the development of an application that can be used by
DEM staff to analyze the data and preparing the data for
publishing. Our goal is to have the data in a format that is
compatible with the volume tables and equations used for
both stand examination and wood product sales.

There are several staffing options that could be used for
collecting the data. For data collection we propose to
reinstate 5 vacant Assistant Forester positions to work
with the Management Foresters to conduct the remeasure-
ment work. An option to free up the Management
Forester’s time would be to supply each crew with a
skilled laborer to accompany the Assistant Foresters to
the plots. To recover the revenue ($300,000) that would
be foregone during this period by devoting all our ener-
gies to CFI, we propose to employ private consulting
foresters to market timber that would otherwise be
accomplished by DEM personnel. Regardless of the per-
sonnel mix, each Management Forestry crew will be
responsible for remeasuring the plots in their respective
districts in one period between growing seasons (July-
April) period. A total of 1,400 CFI plots occurring on
forested land (as opposed to water, marsh, etc.) will be
remeasured. In addition to that, we estimate that approxi-
mately 150 new plots will be established on properties
acquired since the late 19705. This amounts to approxi-
mately 200 plots per district.

)
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Mount Wachusett Community College
444 Green Street
Gardner, Massachusetts 01440-1000
(308) 632-6600

Mount Wachusett Community College is housed in a 336,000 square
foot complex which is located in Gardner, Massachusetts. The campus
consists of a Main Building, Fitness & Wellness Center and Greenhouse
situated on a 270 acre site.

The College campus, which was constructed in 1974, utilizes elec-
tricity (with an insignificant amount of solar assistance) as its sole
source of climate control, which includes its heating, lighting, domestic
hot water and air conditioning requirements. The Main Building utilizes
resistance coils in the ductworks for heating and is cooled by either a
chilled water or a refrigerant system depending upon location. Offices
and classrooms are typically heated and cooled by individual unit venti-
lators. Additional heat is provided throughout the facility by sill line
resistance heaters located at the base of most exterior windows. The Col-
lege’s domestic hot water is heated by two electric heaters and the swim-
ming pool is heated by a third electric heater.

Because of its geographic location and its total dependency on elec-
tricity, the College’s utility bills range between $500,000 and $600,000
per year. 67.7% of this cost can be attributed to heating, ventilating, and
cooling while lighting/equipment and hot water represent 27.7% and
4.7% respectively. Consequently, the College is examining the feasibility
of converting the existing system to Biomass Power or, more specifi-
cally, a wood chip gasification system.

The College has been working with the Division of Energy Resources
and the Division of Capital Planning and Development and will be initi-

APPENDIX D.

SUMMARY OF PROPOSED WOOD ENERGY
CONVERSION PROJECT

MOUNT WACHUSETT COMMUNITY COLLEGE

BACKGROUND INFORMATION
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ating a feasibility study, within the next two weeks, as part of the Energy
Engineering Program (EEP) of the Public Building Initiative of the Divi-
sion of Energy Resources. The Coalition of Northeastern Governors
(CONEG) has also indicated a special interest in this project.

It is the College’s intent to convert its current heating and venti-
lating system to a Biomass system that incorporates the use of wood
chips as its fuel source.

“Biomass consists of living plants all around us. As they
grow, plants collect carbon dioxide from the air and store
the sun’s energy in their leaves, stems, bark and roots.
The resulting plants are called biomass.

When used as a fuel, Biomass feedstocks (such as wood
chips) can be used in power plants in the same way non-
renewable fossil fuels are used to generate electricity.
This is called Biomass Power”.

National Renewable Energy Laboratory,
U.S. Department of Energy

There is no question that the use of wood chips in a wood energy
system (gasification) is tremendously more cost effective than the use
of other non-renewable fossil fuel products. For example: The cost to
generate 1 million BTUs of heat utilizing Electricity would be approx-
imate $32 and compared to $6 for oil and $3 for wood chips. There-
fore, the major purpose of the feasibility study is to determine what is
the most cost effective application of this technology incorporating
biomass products as a fuel source.

There are a least four possibilities
utilize the technology to provide domestic hot water only;

utilize the technology to convert the Fitness & Wellness Center
to a Hot Water “Wet” System fueled by a wood energy system to
provide all heating requirements, including heating the pool;

BIOMASS POWER

FEASIBILITY STUDY
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convert the entire campus to a “Wet” system fueled by a wood
energy system; and.

generate or co-generate our own electricity via the wood energy
system and utilize by-product steam to heat the pool (there are
greater efficiencies in using the pool as a heat sink since there is
a constant demand on the system heating and cooling).

The feasibility study will include both a technical and financial
analysis. The technical analysis will review building system require-
ments. The technical analysis should include a review of the building
envelope, lighting, heating, ventilation, air conditioning, and hot water
systems. An evaluation of energy consumption with regard to all fuel
sources should also be included. The financial analysis should address a
number of factors including: inflation rates, fuel escalation rates, capital
investment, life cycle cost, and new product analysis (i.e., new efficient
motors).

Conservation is the first and most effective step to save energy.
Beyond insulation and energy loss prevention, wood energy systems
have a host of additional environmental and economic benefits.

The use of wood chips as fuel can generally save 50% of the
cost of non-renewable fossil fuels (since the College is “all-
electric” and has a constant demand, it is expected savings could
approach 75%-80%).

Wood energy has no sulfate emissions
Wood gasification systems vastly decrease stack effluent and ash.

A significant percentage of landfill volume is biomass “waste”
There is an abundant and ready supply of biomass material ( the
New England Electric Co, generates over 180 tons of wood
chips per day in tree trimmings).

The College has maintained a dialogue with a number of companies
providing wood chip gasifiers.. One such company, CHIPTEC of South
Burlington, Vermont, has been extremely helpful in providing informa-
tion regarding the possible conversion of the College’s heating system.
CHIPTEC provides a wood burning system that allows wood chip fuel

WOOD ENERGY SYSTEMS
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to enter a “hot refractory lined chamber where volatile pyrolysis gas is
released into an oxygen deprived environment.” This gas is then super-
heated and mixed with air resulting in complete even combustion that
leaves little or no ash, creosote or stack effluent. Based on documenta-
tion provided by a number of schools that have installed a CHIPTEC
system, “the increased efficiency, safety and cleanliness of this advanced
twostage process produces tremendous economic and environmental
benefits.”

Mount Wachusett Community College has made a continuous effort
to reduce costs and increase efficiencies on campus. To that end, it rec-
ognizes that the conversion of its existing heating and ventilating
system to a wood gasification system will potentially represent tremen-
dous savings. The College is prepared to share information regarding
this technology as well as the processes needed to implement a conver-
sion, as part of on-going training programs, offered through its pro-
posed Forestry and Wood Products Training Center. It is the College’s
intent to develop this pilot project into a model project which could be
replicated not only throughout the Commonwealth but throughout all
of New England.

SUMMARY
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In 1985, the Forest Inventory and Analysis Unit of the U, S. Forest
Service conducted the fifth inventory of Massachusetts’ forests in this
century. The data from that survey became available in 1989. The unit
will return in 1997 to carry out the sixth inventory. Until the new data is
available, the 1985 data gives us the best sense of the forests’ condition.
Since the first survey in 1905, which was only a canvass of local asses-
sors, the methods have become increasingly more sophisticated and the
results more precise. The first attempt at gathering detailed information
relating to timber characteristics was in 1953. A number of interesting
things have taken place since that inventory

To appreciate our
present forest one
must remember that at
the turn of this century
Massachusetts was
only about one-third
forested. Since that
time, even though the
forest has endured a
number of calamitous
events, most notably
the Chestnut Blight
and the Flurricane of
1938, it has increased

PERCENT OF TOTAL AREA IN FOREST LAND
Massachusetts, 1893 - 1985

65% 64%
/ 59%

54% r-~ ...... J |

38% I ;

33' f—i I ■

Rane Cook U.S.D.A. U.S.D.A. U.S.D.A.

to the point where 64% (3,225,000 acres) of the Commonwealth is now
forested, of which 2,929,400 acres is considered timberland. Develop-
ment had not necessarily resulted in a loss of forest land until 1985, but
rather in a significant reduction in the size of individual timberland own-
erships and a tremendous increase in the number of persons holding
these smaller ownerships. Eighty-five percent of this timberland is
owned by private individuals.

APPENDIX E.

MASSACHUSETTS’ CHANGING FOREST RESOURCE
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The reported timberland acreage is a slight increase over the 1972
estimate of “commercial forest land” (the terms are synonymous). This
slight increase (some of which can be attributed to reclassifying portions
of Barnstable and the Island Counties to timberland since the 1972
survey) is encouraging, since between the 1952 survey conducted

by the U. S. Forest
Service and the 1972
survey there was a
slight decrease in the
amount of timberland.

MASSACHUSETTS' LAND USE
AND OWNERSHIP

Noncommercial
_ . Agricultural Other Public
Forest s
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USFS/MA-DEM. 1985

Franklin (78%) and
Berkshire (75%) are
the most heavily
forested counties.
Excluding Suffolk
County, Essex (36%)
and, collectively, Barn-
stable, Dukes and
Nantucket Counties
(37%) have the lowest

proportion of timberland. Worcester County has 20% of the State’s
sawtimber volume and is also the State’s largest county (22% of total
timberland acreage)

AREA BY STAND SIZE CLASS
Massachusetts, 1985

1,640,900 a. Jk.
56%

1,083,300 a. M

205,100 a. II
Seedling Pole Saw
Sapling Timber Timber

USFS / MA-DEM, 1985

Of the nearly 3 mil-
lion acres of timber-
land, 56% is composed
of older forests of saw-
timber size and 37%
are middle-aged pole-
timber stands. Only 7%
of the acreage occurs
in young seedling and
sapling stands. It is a
forest that lacks a
diversity of age classes

and, because of this, is extremely vulnerable to our region’s infrequent,
though devastating, hurricanes and insect infestations.
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Because of the ever-increasing maturity of the forest, the net volume
of growing stock has increased significantly. Though the 1952 data are
not directly comparable, the volume of growing stock has shown a
steady increase from 2.1 million cu. ft. in 1952 to 3.4 million cu. ft. in
1972, to 4.7 million cu. ft. in 1985

GROWING STOCK VOLUME
Massachusetts, 1953 - 1985

Millions of Cubic Feet 4.6817

3.4234

1953 1972 1985
USFS/MA-DEM, 1985

The species occur-
ring in Massachusetts’
forests are as diverse
as the sites they grow
on from the lime-
stone ridges of the
Berkshires to the
droughty sands of Cape
Cod. However, only
five species (w.pine,
r.maple, n.r.oak, hem-
lock, and other red
oaks) account for 76%
of the total sawtimber

volume. White pine has always shown the greatest volume, while red
maple has edged its way into second place over northern red oak. Red
maple and hemlock, both shade tolerant species, have shown the greatest
gains. A low ratio of removals/ growth caused, in part, by poor markets
for these species has resulted in their substantial gains.

NET SAWTIMBER VOLUME
Massachusetts’ Top Five Species

A
White Pine ||| 4.1

Red Maple ||||||||||||| 1.3

Red Oak 1 - 4

Hemlock |||||||| 1.1

Scarlet Oaks ®- 7
/

0.0 1.0 2.0 3.0 4.0 5.0
Billions of Board Feet

USFS / MA-DEM, 1985

Unfortunately, much
of this abundance of
timber is not of a
quality that can be
processed by Massa-
chusetts industries as
high value-added prod-
ucts, nor does it yield
high returns to land-
owners as an incentive
to intensifying manage-
ment. Only 4% of the
hardwood sawtimber
volume occurs in the
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highest log grades. There are a number of reasons for this. The most
important of these is the lack of markets for the poorer quality trees and
excess smaller trees that would enable landowners to sell them as part of
forest improvement operations.

Increasing the health
and the quality of
Massachusetts’ forests
and, at the same time,
improving their ability
to yield a greater
amount of non-com-
modity benefits pre-
sents a tremendous
challenge to the Com-
monwealth’s citizens.
This is especially true
as forest lands become

VOLUME DISTRIBUTION BY
HARDWOOD LOG GRADE

Massachusetts, 1985

Grade Three
Grade One

(Best)

Grade Four (Worst)
USFS/MA-DEM, 1985 29%

more fragmented by rapidly changing ownership patterns and greater
and more diverse demands are placed on them. The fact that these
forests have been and will continue to be both resilient and dynamic is
certainly in their favor.
MA-DEM 6/
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Section 17C. A Forest Products Trust Fund shall be established on the
books of the commonwealth. This fund shall be used to disburse pay-
ments to cities and towns within whose boundaries exist state owned
forest land. The commissioner of the department of environmental man-
agement with the approval of the secretary of environmental affairs shall
develop forest management plans for all forest land owned by the com-
monwealth, its agencies, commissions or authorities, with the exception
of land owned by the metropolitan district commission and the Massa-
chusetts Water Resources Authority.

(a) Fifty percent of all revenue received by the removal of forest
products on land acquired by the commonwealth on or after June 1, 1987
shall be deposited in the Forest Products Trust Fund. Such funds shall be
dispersed to those municipalities within whose boundaries the removal
of forest products occurs in an amount equal to fifty percent of the rev-
enue received by the commonwealth.

(b) Eight percent of all revenue received by the removal of forest
products, on land acquired by the commonwealth before June I, 1987
shall be deposited in the Forest Products Trust Fund. Such funds shall be
dispersed to those municipalities within whose boundaries the removal
of forest products occurs in an amount equal to eight percent of the rev-
enue received by the commonwealth.

APPENDIX F.

THE FOREST PRODUCTS TRUST FUND
Massachusetts General Laws

Chapter 58, Section 17C
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COMMONWEALTH OF MASSACHUSETTS

B® DIVISION OF ENERGY RESOURCES
I 100 CAMBRIDGE STREET, ROOM 1500
f BOSTON, MASSACHUSETTS 02202

Tel; (617) 727-4732 Fax: (617) 727-0030

William F. Weld Gloria Cordes Larson

Argeo Paul Cellucci David L. O’Connor

Comments of David L. O’Connor
Commissioner, Division of Energy Resources

to the
Special Commission on Forest Management Practices

February 14,1996

Good afternoon, Mr. Chairman and members of the Committee. As
Commissioner of the Commonwealth’s Division of Energy Resources,
I am happy to be here today to speak about Biomass and its role in the
electric industry of the future.

As you know, the Division of Energy Resources is the state agency
that establishes and implements energy policy and programs for the
Commonwealth. We advise, assist and cooperate with state, local,
regional and federal agencies to develop appropriate programs and poli-
cies relating to energy use and regulation in the Commonwealth.

The Division of Energy Resources intervenes on behalf of the Com-
monwealth in energy-related proceedings at the state, regional and fed-
eral level. For example, yesterday, the Division of Energy Resources
filed with the Department of Public Utilities a comprehensive plan to
deregulate the generation side of the electric utility industry.

APPENDIX G.

THE FOREST PRODUCTS TRUST FUND

Greeting

Background on DOER
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The Division of Energy Resources is also working through negotia-
tion and intervention to expand competition in the gas industry, again to
reduce energy costs and increase energy choice for consumers. In both
cases, we are working on regulatory issues at the regional and federal
levels to restructure the utility industries.

Today I want to focus on the forthcoming changes in the electric
utility industry and what these changes may mean for the biomass
energy industry.

Over the past several years there has been a great deal of attention
focused nationwide on bringing greater competition to the electric utility
industry. Massachusetts is no exception ...

in fact, I believe that Massa-
chusetts is well on its way to successfully restructuring its electric
industry in a way that provides benefits to all consumers.

On August 16, 1995, the Massachusetts Department of Public Utili-
ties issued order 95-30 on electric industry restructuring. The primary
objective of the DPU’s restructuring effort is to “reduce costs, over time,
for all consumers of electricity.” This is to be achieved by “increasing
competition in the generation industry through broad customer choice,
thereby allowing market forces to play the principal role in organizing
electricity supply of all customers.” The order sets forth the DPU’s gen-
eral principles for restructuring and requires that regulated electric utili-
ties submit restructuring plans to the DPU. The Commonwealth’s three
largest investor-owned utilities, Boston Edison, Massachusetts Electric,
and Western Massachusetts Electric must file their individual restruc-
turing plans with the DPU by February 16, 1996.

Yesterday (February 13, 1996) DOER submitted its own generic ver-
sion of an electric utility restructuring plan to the DPU. I have copies of
a press release describing the plan here today. Copies of the complete
plan are available at DOER.

The DOER plan, entitled Power Choice, outlines steps to create a
new market structure that will lower electric costs and give all Massa-
chusetts electric customers a choice of their electricity provider. We
developed the Plan from our work with utilities, consumer advocates,
industrial groups, environmental advocates and others. For a year, we

Brief Background on Deregulation Effort

Power Choice: DOER’s Deregulation Plan
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have led discussions, negotiations and sought consensus on this very
important and complex issue. The Plan we filed yesterday represents the
results of our efforts. I hope it will assist the Department in its efforts to
deregulate the industry. Power Choice will create an electric power
industry that is more efficient, flexible and responsive to market
changes. Under the plan, I am confident that electricity prices will fall
for consumers while maintaining important consumer and environmental
protections.

Power Choice will impact the environment for biomass energy
industry development. Before I describe those impacts, let me describe
the new industry structure that Power Choice presents:

into separate generation and distribution compa-
nies. All customers will continue to receive distri-
bution service through their current electric
company. Generation companies would be free to
sell power to any customer.

2. Customer Choice All residential, commercial and industrial cus-
tomers served by an investor-owned utility would
be able to choose their electric generator begin-
ning January 1, 1998. Pilot “customer choice”
programs would begin as early as 1997.

would include reductions, on a “portfolio” basis,
of air emissions from existing oil and coal-fired
power plants

Today, renewable energy technologies are disadvantaged by a system
that does not value the unique benefits of these technologies. Under
Power Choice, opportunities for renewable energy technologies, such as
biomass, will be enhanced because customers will be able to capture
their benefits by individual choice rather than being forced to wait for
utility action. And because these technologies produce environmental
and development benefits, the market will more accurately price and
deliver those benefits.

3. Environmental Electric generating facilities would continue to
Progress reduce pollution from power generation. This

1. New Companies Local electric utilities would voluntarily divide

Opportunities for Renewables
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First, let me summarize what we see as the benefits of renewable
energy technologies. These benefits include:

I. Environmental Renewables generate no emissions of air and
Compatibility water pollutants.

2, Economic Renewable energy technologies create jobs. For
Development example, the Northeast Regional Biomass Pro-

gram reported in 1995 that the wood energy
industry in the Northeast contributed a net job
creation of 34,000 jobs and net regional income
of $l.B billion in 1992

3. Risk Mitigation A diverse mix of electric generation sources,
including renewables, reduces exposure to fuel
price volatility. This is an important benefit for
Massachusetts, where fossil fuels account for
almost 80% of our electric production

Unfortunately, the primary barriers to capturing these benefits of
renewables are the cost of the technologies and an electric system that
does not fully value their benefits. It is my understanding that a new
wood-fueled power plant can generate electricity for between 7 and 8
cents per kWh, This makes it difficult for biomass to compete on a strict
cost basis with natural gas whose electricity prices are in the 4Vi cents
per kWh range.

Will electric utility restructuring expand the market for biomass
energy? The answer is mixed. Power Choice gives all electric customers
the freedom to choose their sources of electricity generation and does
not mandate a market for renewables. Therefore, one might expect that
when customers are given the freedom to choose, the cost of biomass
energy may reduce its attractiveness. On closer inspection though, we
see that Power Choice does create opportunities for biomass:

1. Green Choice There is a substantial body of evidence that
points to the willingness of consumers to make
purchases based upon environmental preferences.
With customer choice in place, I believe that a
market will exist for power from renewable
sources. Thus, for example, customers in regions
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with a high level of forestry activity may wish to
purchase a portion of their power from a biomass
energy plant, especially with the knowledge that
their purchase is contributing to local employ-
ment, forest management and environmental
protection.

ance the energy production from those plants
with production from clean, renewable tech-
nology plants. In this sense, biomass has the twin
advantages of (a) no sulfur emissions and (b) no
net CO2 emissions, when the biomass is har-
vested in a manner that facilitates regrowth.

3. Niche Markets Another opportunity that restructuring presents
for renewables is great flexibility in forming part-
nerships for specific developments. This should
promote the development of niche markets for
biomass. For example, a biomass energy devel-
oper will be free to sell electricity to customers in
the immediate vicinity of the power plant. This
approach should permit the power purchasers to
avoid paying transmission system, and perhaps
distribution system, charges.

Power Choice anticipates that both new and existing generation
resources will be subject to the same environmental requirements. In this
context, the environmental benefits of renewables will be more accu-
rately valued by the market than they are today. To capture additional
environmental benefits, it may be necessary to enact legislation that sets
appropriate levels for development of renewables. To facilitate policy-
making, DOER will convene a working group to develop a commercial-
ization plan for renewables.

A coordinated effort by the legislature, industry and other parties
could facilitate even greater expansion of the market for biomass energy.
DOER would support the development of such legislation, which would
have to answer such fundamental questions as;

2. Compliance with Under the Power Choice plan, one approach that
Environmental utilities can use to reduce the impact of air emis-
Mandates sions from existing oil and coal plants is to bal-
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1. What mechanisms can be instituted to support renewable energy
development?

2. How does the Commonwealth, in its role as a major energy con-
sumer, represent a possible market for biomass energy?

The changes in the electric utility industry contemplated under Power
Choice will bring an end to the current industry uncertainty that limits
renewable energy development. Power Choice opens new opportunities
for customers to choose the environmental and economic development
benefits of biomass and other renewable energy technologies. There are
still more steps that can be taken to advance the prospects of biomass
energy. We at DOER look forward to working with the legislature and
industry in the effort.

Thank you. I would be happy to answer any questions

Conclusion
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APPENDIX H.

CHIPTEC
WOOD ENERGY SYSTEMS

School and State Building Installations:
NAME LOCATION SYSTEM INSTALLED CONTACT PERSON PHONE

The Mountain School Vershire, VT 810-BLAST 1988 David Grant 802-685-3867
East Montpelier Elementary School East Montpelier, VT BF/SILO/SI-30 1989 Laura Johnson 802-223-7936
Grand Isle Elementary School Grand Isle, VT C-2/PG23O/SI-50 1991 Dick Taylor 802-372-6913
Lyndon Town School Lyndonville, VT C-1/SILO/Sl-30 1991 GeorgeFuller 802-626-3209
Paul Smith College Paul Smith, NY S-4 1991 Hans Michelian 518-327-6236
Franklin Elementary School Franklin, VT C-2/PG23O/SI-45 1992 Bob Hoffman 802-285-2100
Leland and Gray High School Townsend, VT C-2/PG23O/Sl-45 1992 Frank Rucker 802-365-7329
Shelburne Farms Ed. Center Shelburne, VT C-2/PG23O/SI-50 1992 Alec Webb 802-985-2605
Hazen Union High School Hardwick, VT C-3/PG23O/SI-81 1993 David Ford 802-472-6511
Shelburne Farms Coach Barn Shelburne, VT A-5/810-BLAST 1993 Alec Webb 802-985-2605
The Mountain School ' Vershire, VT C-2/PGIIO/SI-50 1993 David Grant 802-685-3867
Westford Elementary School Westford, VT C-3/PG22O/SI-18 1993 Steve Sandbom 802-878-1370
Vt. State Police Academy Pittsford, VT CX-4/PG22O/Sl-101 1994 Herb O’Brien 802-828-3314
Addison County Courthouse Middlebury, VT C-2/PG33O/SI-60 1994-95 Herb O’Brien 802-828-3314
Barre City School Barre, VT CX-6/PG23O/Sl-180 1994-95 Lyman Amsden 802-476-5011
Brown's River School Underhill, VT C-3/PG33O/Sl-91.6 1994 Harold Boyden 802-434-2128
Camel's Hump School Richmond, VT C-3/PG33O/SI-91.6 1994 Harold Boyden 802-434-2128
Grammar School, Inc. Putney, VT A-5/PGIIO 1995 Chris Harlow 802-387-5364
Hartford High School White River Jet., VT CX-6/PG23O/SI-180 1995 John Frank 802-295-8610
St. Albans Town School St. Albans, VT CX-4/PG23O/SI-101 1995 Larry Ross 802-524-2600
Randolph Union High School Randolph, VT CX-4/PG23O/SI-150 1995 Carl Thresher 802-728-3397
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APPENDIX H. continued

CHIPTEC
WOOD ENERGY SYSTEMS

Business Installations:
NAME LOCATION SYSTEM INSTALLED CONTACT PERSON PHONE

The Vermont Sprout House Bristol, VT B-2/SILO 1986 Susan Tomasi 802-453-3098
Sam Daniels Co. Montpelier, VT C-l/PGBIN 1989 Jim Daniels 802-223-2801
Gagnon Lumber Company. Pittsford, VT B-2 1989 Ken Gagnon 802-483-6550
Nadeau Gravel Co. Johnson, VT A-5/810-FEED 1990 Adrain Nadeau 802-635-2501
Northfield Wood Products Northfield, VT C-l/PGBIN 1990 Dexter Landers 802-485-6411
Vt. Precision Woodworks Morrisville, VT PG2IO 1991 Chris Carlin 802-888-7974
Woodgrain Interiors Bellows Falls, VT C-l/PGBIN 1991 Brett Cassavant 802-463-4818
Allard Lumber Company Brattleboro, VT CX-6/PG2IO 1992 Cliff Allard 802-254-4939
DZD Hardwood Export, LTD St. Jerome, Quebec A-5/810-BIN 1992 Felix Dollinger 514-431-1643
Mcßae Farm Bainsville, Ontario A-5/810-BIN 1992 Ron Mcßae 613-347-2698
Morse Farms Montpelier, VT S-5 1992 Burr Morse 802-223-2740
Richard I. Green, Inc. Enosburg, VT A-9/PGIIO 1993 Richard Green 802-933-6693
Miskell Organics, Inc. Charlotte, VT C-3/PGI2O/350 1994 David Miskell 802-425-3959
Benson Woodworking, Inc. Alstead, NH A-9/PGBIN 1994 Ted Benson 603-835-6391
Cersosimo Lumber Company Brattleboro, VT S-5 1994 Gary Carrier 802-254-4508
Coltron Enterprises, Inc, Pittsfield, VT PG23O 1994 Ray Colton 802-746-8033
J. A. Thurston Company Rumford, ME C-3 1995 John Thurston 207-364-7921
Great Lakes Kilns, Inc. Homerville, OH CX-4/PG22O 1995 Ed Heartstedt 216-247-1942
Murray Farms Penacook, NH C-2.5/PG22O 1995 David Murray 603-753-6781
Vt. Natural Ag Products Middlebury, VT PGBIN 1995 Bob Foster 802-388-1137
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Transportation Bond Bill

provided further, that not more than five million dollars shall be
expended for the purpose of establishing a state “Wood In Transporta-
tion” pilot program to be developed and implemented by the Secretary
of Transportation and Construction and the Office of Business Develop-
ment, in consultation and conjunction with the Forest Service Economic
Action Program entitled “Wood In Transportation” of the United States
Department of Agriculture and the Massachusetts Wood Industries
Council; provided further, that said pilot program shall examine and
implement the use of wood for various transportation-related applica-
tions including, but not limited to, vehicular and pedestrian bridges;
guard rails; railings; sign and light posts; sound barriers; retaining walls;
railway bridges and future railroad maintenance and improvement pro-
jects; culverts; docks; fresh and salt water marine facilities; and portable
bridges for timber harvesting operations; provided further, that said sec-
retary shall report his findings to the House and Senate Committees on
Ways and Means and to the Chairmen of the Special Commission
on Forest Management Practices within one year after the passage of this
act, and provide his updated findings within two years after the
passage of this act; provided further, that said pilot project shall maxi-
mize Federal financial participation.

APPENDIX I.

“WOOD IN TRANSPORTATION” INITIATIVE
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Low grade lumber may be a technical name, but it is a terrible
name, and a terrible perspective view of this issue.

Perception is reality - and Marketing defines perception

This is true in nearly everything we participate in. We are a species
that likes, and even craves symbolic representation. These symbols
are the images we understand the world through.

As part of the weather forecast, temperature is understood by
making it more dramatic. Everyone quotes the temperature with the
“wind chill” because the resulting number better conveys our experi-
ence of the temperature, principally that it is COLD out there.

A recent Ethan Allen TV ad has the actors moving around their
apartment replacing their “found object, college leftover furniture, and
pieces available at IKEA” with Ethan Allen’s seif described as
stylish “American Impressions” collection.

The voice over says that this furniture is eclectic, energetic, and
it is a great value on sale today.

The camera then pans around the room showing the new furniture
in place. And the advertisement ends with a planted image/concept

THE VISUAL The last thing you remember is a picture of the
customer’s previous furniture, including the IKEA pieces, out on the
sidewalk.

The VOICE over “So much in life is disposable?” (It says this
while you are looking at the stuff on the sidewalk.) “You shouldn’t
have to live with disposable furniture. Congratulations, on your real
furniture.”

at the

APPENDIX J.

REMARKS OE JOHN W. TIERNEY

SPECIAL COMMISSION HEARING

MARCH 21, 1996
MOUNT WACHUSETT COMMUNITY COLLEGE
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This ad is a great piece of work, without saying anything substan-
tive it manages to create a flavor, a taste, an ambiance. It says
ETHAN ALLEN furniture is for you, you can spend this money, it
will make you and your home stylish. All the imagery in this ad is
very quick. It does not focus on any piece of furniture. They are
selling the collective ambiance. They are selling the sizzle, not
the steak.

They are selling the perception, not any collection of facts.
What does this have to do with what we are talking about here today?
I’ll tell you!

Never, never, never call your material “LOW GRADE”
This material is New Growth, Ecologically Managed and Harvested

Timber. Say this a few times and see how your attitude changes about
the material!

Never describe it or think about it in terms of a grading system set
up to value our previous Timber resources.

Whose grading system is this ?

It is never “low grade” timber, it is now “New Growth” timber.

On the face of it sounds like I am suggesting that we tell people
that a sow’s ear is really a silk purse. That is not the case at all. And
let me tell you why.

The perception that a table made from a single large timber is
somehow more valuable than one made from smaller pieces is a cul-
tural perception. It is not based on any structural or mechanical factors.
It is simply a preference based on poorly understood mythologies.

If you brought customers into a room with various size timbers
standing on end around the walls of the room, they would gravitate
toward the largest timbers. In a room full of 12, even 15 inch wide
timbers people would look at the few boards that are 26 or 30 inches
wide. This perception is cultural. 1 don’t need to describe all the
features of this bias here. But it is important to see this as a bias, a
preference. At the base of it, there is perhaps a reverence, an under
standing that this piece of wood has been on the planet a long time.

OKAY
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The job here now is to create an attraction for Ecologically
Managed and Harvested Timber Products. We know that customers
are capable of a reverent feeling for Wood. Let’s develop this rever-
ence by attaching it to the characteristics we develop for the New
Growth Material. Now list all the features of this New Growth mate-
rial, and create positive imagery around each one of these features.
And in the end, owning a dining table made from this material will be
the mark of a sophisticated customer, of someone who is participating
in the sensible harvest, and continued health of our local forests.

Windows, doors and furniture made from this material is an appro-
priate use of our local resources. In fact it should be the first choice of
all ecologically conscious people.

I can imagine pursuing the same market that Ethan Allen is after
with a campaign showing stylish furniture, and emphasizing the won-
derful natural variability of the many pieces that make up a tabletop
of “New Growth” timber.

If this were a political campaign a Negative Ad might describe
the appetite for large and wide single timbers, as a symbol of the
wasteful destructive cutting of Old Growth timber. The objective is to
turn this big board into the equivalent of a full length Mink coat.

OK, I’ve made a case that we can create a market interest around
this New Growth timber.

How does this happen in the real world
Most of the manufacturers in Massachusetts are supplying retail

stores. It is the Retail Store that communicates with the customer. The
manufacturer will have to develop literature that promotes these fea-
tures so that the retail salesman can present them to the customer.
Hang Tags that tell the story, both of the manufacturer, and of this
new material are a strong way to speak directly with a potential
customer.

New Product also has to be designed to speak to this customer. The
starting place here in Clear Natural finishes that emphasize the
random collection of small boards that make up counter tops, table
tops, bureau, and chest of drawers tops. Then the next step is to con-
sider random species to add color and variability to these tops. This
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step may be necessary just to differentiate this result from Butcher
Block which it might resemble. The other characteristics of this fur-
niture should be grounded in a good market study really done for
the special circumstances of each individual manufacturer,
with a solid understanding of what each individual company produces
profitably.

It has been suggested that what we previously knew as “low grade”
limber be developed into inexpensive furniture produced at a large
volume. This is not likely here. Perhaps 90% of the companies here
are not suited for profitable high volume, low margin work. These
companies still build pieces in the same fashion as their parents did,
and in some cases, their grandparents did.

This then is the angle. This is the hook. This is the story to pursue,
develop, and promote. High Quality, moderate volume, and a special
sensitivity to the environment. These are the values that the customer
wants to hear about.

As someone involved in Promotion, I can’t imagine a better place
to start from than most of the factories I’ve seen in Massachusetts.
They are filled with wonderful images of people at work. In some fac-
tories the workforce has been there for generations. There is no end of
stories that can be told. - It is in the telling of these stories that you
create a bridge between the potential customer and the builder. The
customer can no longer see this object as a commodity, on the hang
tag is the face of its builder telling the customer why she is proud to
have made this piece of furniture.

This is the one thing the Chinese will have a hell of a time com-
peting with.

Companies must stay just a little ahead of their customers, not a
long way, just a little way, anticipate new needs and requirements of
the marketplace, like the current “home Office” phenomenon.
Everyone must spend time, and energy in basic market research, and
new product design and development to assure continued growth and
success. Individually and collectively, Massachusetts manufacturers
must acknowledge that their strengths lie in describing themselves as
short run, flexible, quality builders and market their products
around that concept. The corollary here is that they are not high
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volume mass market companies, and as a result they should not
attempt to compete at the bottom of the price ladder. Everyone should
be aiming at the middle or upper areas of the price range, that is
where you can be profitable.

No one should attempt to produce “commodity products” in this
current environment. Unfortunately there is a lot of nondescript,
everyone builds it, you’ve seen it everywhere, furniture, some of it is
made by people in this room. Everyone should be getting out of that
as fast as they can.

What does any of this have to do with Government?
Government’s revenues are derived from economic activity. Taxes

are a cut of the “action”. If business activity and jobs increase, then
government receives its percentage of that activity. If we think of the
general economy as a farmer’s field, then it is reasonable to assume
that the farmer would take an active interest in what is growing in
that field.

He might harrow, fertilize, and irrigate the field to make it productive,
with the full knowledge that he will share in the harvest.

Government can do the same!
Manufacturers in the wood business are companies that vary in size

from 800 k to 12 million in dollar revenues. I am not sure of the figure
but I would guess the median at 4.0 M gross sales. Few of these com-
panies are large enough to support their own design and marketing
staffs. Industry-wide, design and marketing staffs show up in a com-
pany once it reaches about 7.5 - 8.0 million in gross sales.

Typically new product design and development in these small com-
panies happens in two ways:

A) If the company is entrepreneurial, and by that I mean there is
one spark plug that drives everything, then it is that person who also
is responsible for new product. New product here is likely to be idio-
syncratic, and imperfect but it will definitely be energetic.

B) If the company is managerial in nature, which most mature
industries are, then new product design only happens under extreme
market pressure, and becomes a “me too” process. Company execu-
tives look at what other companies are presenting at the trade shows,
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and they make their own version of it. These products then enter the
competitive market place about a year after the industry leaders, and
they are this year’s awkward copies of last years front line work. This
would not have been a problem when product lifetimes could be mea-
sured in decades, but it is an extreme problem when the market is
rapidly changing.

Change is acting with increasing speed on the whole furniture
industry, as it has come before to the automobile, and electronics
industry. And the rate of change is increasing almost daily.

Mature industries have an inherently difficult time coping with
change. The comment “We’ve always done it this way” is a com-
forting phrase to those people within the organization. These people
have taken a long time to learn their jobs, and they know what to do
for the previous reality. They don’t want to jump into the insecurity of
thinking about what they have to do for the current reality, let alone
what must be done to cope with a future reality. Change is their
enemy. It’s scary to be an adult and suddenly the world is a different
place. The truth is we have to make change a continuing virtue, and
steady state existence the enemy.

Entrepreneurial companies don’t face this resistance to change
because everyone there is learning what to do as they go along.

Let’s sum up here

The wood industry is made up of a lot of little companies, a lot of
mature little companies.

The market is changing very quickly. The whole industry has to
learn to change if it is going to survive. They have to learn to cultivate
and manage continuous change.

The strengths of the current companies are their skilled labor, their
short run flexibility, and their own histories that tell a story that will
appeal to a new market.

Most of these small companies cannot support full time design,
development and marketing staffs until they reach 7.5 to 8.0 M in
gross revenues.
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Government can get involved to help retain these small businesses by
I) Supporting training programs to train skilled people in these

factories. The reliance on workmanship as a part of manufacturing
means that smart and skilled people are setting up short runs, and
flexibility is maintained. Skilled Work is an important ingredient in
the manufacturing process. Skilled Work means jobs with real wages.

2) Support Product Design and Development, along with Market
Studies that inform good new product development.

I remember talking with an executive at Converse Rubber in
Everett Mass in 1970 or 71. He was tired of the canvas shoe market,
sneakers were going nowhere. At the time I was asking him if anyone
had done any market studies to see what the customer’s might look
for, or whether they had tried any design variations on their sneakers.
They did not have the staff or the time and frankly he didn’t see the
return. And then along came the fellow who produced NIKE, he was a
salesman, he was in touch with the market, and he was willing to take
a risk. The sneaker business went through the roof, and even brought
Converse along with it.

3) Develop outreach programs with the state colleges to train
plant managers and workers to operate in new team based production
models. There is a wealth of new management and organizational
information that should be shared through perhaps factory-based
training.

1 am suggesting that Massachusetts set up a fund that would directly
reimburse companies:

1) eight out of ten dollars spent in market research to develop
new markets, new materials, and for the design, and development of
new products.

2) six out of ten dollars spent in operating training programs, and
apprenticeship programs to constantly retrain their personnel. It is
important here to develop this program with the appropriate trade unions
participating in its development from the beginning. The goal here is to
retain highly skilled positions, and to make the most of the experience
and skill that makes short run high quality production possible.
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Our neighbor to the north, the Province of Quebec, currently reim-
burses its manufacturers 80% of their new product design and devel-
opment costs. This is not a new and radical idea, it is the common
sense of that farmer harrowing, fertilizing, and irrigating his field.
Government can be an invaluable asset to retain skilled jobs and
mature industries by investing in them.

Our future is going to be about how well we can respond to the
future markets, and how well we can generate interest, even desire for
the things we make. It is always an interesting balance between being
responsive to the desires of the market, and creating desire through
marketing. We do not have huge high volume factories that employ
hundreds or even thousands in the wood industry.

This is our great advantage! We can compete, because we can
invest in flexibility, and invest in the skill of our workforce. This is
the stand to take. Quality short run manufacturing with a skilled
workforce, in a partnership with state government that insures com-
petitiveness through constant new product development, built on good
market studies, and guaranteed by a rich training program both for
craftsmen and for management. I would stand behind this team in any
competition with any offshore manufacturer.

Thank you,

I am delighted to take any questions
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In the Year One Thousand Nine Hundred and Ninety-Six

An Act relative to wood-fired electric generation facilities.

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives in General
Court assembled , and by the authority of the same, as follows:

1 SECTION 1. Section 1 of chapter 164 of the General Laws, as
2 appearing in the 1994 Official Edition, is hereby amended by
3 inserting after the word “facility.”, in line 96, the following new
4 definition:—
5 “Wood-Fired Electric Generation Facility,” a facility which is
6 any electrical generating unit which produces electric energy
7 solely by the use, as a primary fuel source, of biomass wood fuel
8 sources, including but not limited to, wood chips, silvicultural
9 forest thinnings, forest industry waste wood, clean waste wood

10 such as pallets, crates, and cable spools, and agricultural land con-
-11 version, and land clearing for development, and has a power pro-
-12 duction capacity which, together with any other facilities located
13 at the same site, is not greater than thirty megawatts.

APPENDIX K.

1 SECTION 2. Notwithstanding the provisions of any general or
2 special law or rule or regulation to the contrary, the state pur-
3 chasing agent, or any other purchasing authority of the common-
-4 wealth, shall establish a preference, other considerations being
5 equal, in favor of electricity generated by wood-fired electrical
6 generation facilities which produce energy primarily from mate-
7 rials gathered from forests within the commonwealth through
8 forestry management activities undertaken as part of a forest man-
-9 agement plan prepared by a licensed professional.
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1 SECTION 3. Section 76C of said chapter 164 of the General
2 Laws, as so appearing, is hereby amended by adding the following
3 sentence: —■ Such regulations shall include, but not be limited to, a
4 provision that whenever the state purchasing agent or any other
5 purchasing agent of the commonwealth establishes a preference
6 for purchasing electricity which originated from a wood-fired gen-
-7 eration facility which produces energy primarily from materials
8 gathered from forests within the commonwealth through forestry
9 management activities undertaken as a part of a forest manage-

-10 ment plan prepared by a licensed professional forester, utilities
11 shall exercise their best efforts to comply with such request.

1 SECTION 4. Nothing in this act shall be construed so as to
2 impair the obligation of contract.
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